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March 21, 1997
ART REVIEW

Drawing That Pushes Beyond the Boundaries
By ROBERTA SMITH

THE elasticity of drawing is always a central issue at the Drawing Center in SoHo, but it takes center
stage in its ''Selections Spring '97'' exhibition. This impressive show introduces three talented young
artists, each of whom stretches drawing to create different kinds of hybrids, whether physical,
intellectual or cultural.
The standout is Shahzia Sikander, an artist from Pakistan now living in Houston and one of the
Whitney Biennial's new discoveries. Ms. Sikander is thoroughly trained in the refined art of the Indian
miniature, but also seems capable of drawing any way she wants. With a 90's sense of feminist verve
and breathtaking skill, she conducts a series of surgical strikes, extracting figures from traditional
miniatures in some drawings while seamlessly insinuating photographs of herself into exquisite
facsimiles in others.
Sometimes she executes notational mixtures of styles; elsewhere she creates monumental wall
paintings, most notably one of a multiarmed, weapon-bearing goddess. Mutating forms, bodies and
identities, along with an unraveling animated white chador, are recurring themes; a restrained
ferocity, laced with humor, delicacy and pride is the usual tone. Although slickness is an incipient
danger, Ms. Sikander's multi-perspective art brims with promise.
Almost as striking is the work of Pauline Stella Sanchez, an artist from Los Angeles who fuses drawing
with the scientific and the decorative in three radiating floor installations. These are made of dozens of
small studies, some computer generated, others rendered meticulously by hand.
Growth and mutation are a theme here, too, but the action is more abstract, conducted by a series of
bright blue sporelike aggregates that migrate effortlessly from the cellular to the geometric to the
fanciful, and occasionally into three dimensions, where they tend to be bright yellow. It is some
indication of the breadth of Ms. Sanchez's free-wheeling motifs that they can bring to mind the efforts
of both the Brazilian painter Beatrice Milhazes and the American Conceptualist Mel Bochner.
In this company, the relatively modest work of Oshin Saginian holds its own through sheer
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mysteriousness. Mr. Saginian, who also lives in Los Angeles, turns drawing into a bridge between
painting and early photography in a series of relatively modest monotypes.
These soft, muted images suggest microscopic worlds and also vast expanses of desert sands seen from
above, or sightings of unknown celestial bodies captured by a deficient telescope. While the work of the
other artists here exude a sense of labor-intensive skill, whether human or technological, Mr.
Saginian's sepia surfaces indicate little about their actual process of formation. They're too delicate not
to evoke a sense of touch, but that touch could be nature's.
Across the street from its main space, the Drawing Center has opened its own projects space, called the
Drawing Room, on the ground floor of 40 Wooster Street (until recently the Michael Klein Gallery).
The inaugural show introduces the work of Tacita Dean, a young English artist who pushes drawing
toward film.
Working in chalk on several large blackboards, Ms. Dean creates the storyboard of a possible film,
''Disappearance at Sea V.'' Cryptic notes indicate plot and camera angles, while spare, large-scale
outlines magically convert the blackboard into a heaving sea that, frame by frame, consumes a
struggling two-masted boat, leaving a group of men pulling at the oars of a small skiff at story's end.
Ms. Dean's drawing style is conventional, almost illustrational, but she gets the most out of smudged
white chalk; the narrow gallery space, which surrounds the viewer with black ocean, also works in her
favor. One is pulled back and forth between the artificiality of Ms. Dean's stage directions and the
mounting drama of the story, all the while being made aware, as in the show across the street, of
drawing's uncanny resiliency. Pushed in new directions, it still retains its inherent immediacy and
magic.
''Selections Spring '97'' is at the Drawing Center, 35 Wooster Street, near Grand Street, SoHo, through
March 29. Tacita Dean's work remains at the Drawing Room, 40 Wooster Street, through May 3.
Photo: ''Eye-I-ing Those Armorial Bearings,'' a work on paper by Shahzia Sikander from ''Selections
Spring '97'' at the Drawing Center. (Cathy Carver/The Drawing Center)
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